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van H. Caminker lvill be recommended to the Regents for appointment as dean
of the University of Michigan Law School. U-M President Mary Sue Coleman
and Provost Paul N.Courant made the announcement June 20. If approved by the
Board of Regents, his appointment will be effective August 1.
Caminker joined the Law School faculty in 1999 and was appointed associate
dean for academic affairs in 3001. (See his comment, page 4.) He is a scholar of
American constitutional law whose writings, teaching, and professional activities
focus on individual rights, federalism, and the nature of judicial decision-malung.
"Professor Caminker has provided outstanding contributions to the University and
the legal profession through his extensive research and his experience in the private
and public sectors," Coleman said. "I am delighted that we have found a new dean
lvith such a broad background in the practice of law and the academic study of law."
Courant said: "Evan Caminker is a superb legal scholar w i t h valuable administrative experience. I worked closely with him in the University's defense of the Gruttrr T:
Bollingrr lalvsuit. (See story on page 36.) He has a broad vision of the role of thc Law
School in the University and I have eve]-y confidence he \\.ill he an excellent dean."
Caminker came to Micllipn from the Universit!. of California at Los Angelcs
School of Law, where he scrved on the faculty from 1991 to 1999.
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The new dean brings a broad array of legal
experience from his practice in the academic,
go\'ernmental, public interest, and private sectors.
From May 2000 through January 2001, he served
as deputy assistant attorney general in the Office
of Legal Counsel, U.S. Department of Justice,
while on leave from the U-M Law School. He
clerked for Justice William J. Brennan Jr. of the
U.S. Supreme Court and Judge William A. Norris
of the Ninth Circuit of Court of Appeals. He
practiced law at the Center for Law in the Public
Interest in Los Angeles and with Wilmer, Cutler &
Pickering in Washington, D.C.
He has published articles in the Michigan Lall'

LEHMAN:

(.(. IT ' S BEEN AN AMAZING
JOY AND PRIVILEGE"

W

hen he ll'as named Unii>ersity

ef Michigan Lan

School dean at 37,J~/Jrey

S. Lehman, '81, became the youngest fall' school dean in America, and the
youngest at Michigan since James Campbell 1ras named our first dean in

I 859. His near-decade at the helm has been accompanied by significant chan9es inside
and outside

'!f the Lair School: The size and stature ef the faculty

has groll'n. The Lan·

Re1•ien-, Yale Lan-Journal, Columbia Law Reriell',

School's clinical programs hai'e expanded immensely, and noll' are 01·erseen by aji1ll-time

Scaeford Law Re1•iew, and the Supreme Court Re1•ie1I'.

associate dean for clinical cif[airs. The Legal Practice Program has 9ained a national

His most recent work includes an inquiry into
the nature of.decision -making on multi -member
courts. Caminker, who has taught in the fields of
constitutional law, civil procedure, and federal
courts, has rcceiYecl the ACLU Distinguished
Professors Award for Civil Liberties Education.
"I am honored to have been selected as the new
clean of this great Law School, and I look forward
to working with students, faculty, and the admin istration to build upon the many strengths of this
institution," Caminker said.
Caminker received his B.A. in political
economy and environmental studies, summa cum
laude, from the Uni,-crsity of California at Los
Angeles, and his J.D. from the Yale Law School,
where he was a senior editor of the Yale Law
Journal and a Coker Fellow, and was awarded the
Benjamin Scharps Prize for Excellence in Legal
Writing.
"I would like to take this opportunity to
express my appreciation to !Professor of
Law] Kyle D. Logue, who chaired the Search
Advisory Committee, and to the members of the
committee for their outstanding service," Courant
said. "The President and I are clclightccl that Evan
Caminker has accepted the deanship. We are
confident that he will be a passionate advocate for
the Law School and contributor to the University.
His experience at the national level will be of
enormous value to the School as it expands its
research profile and continues its impressive
educational and interdisciplinary activities."
(For more information, visit the Law School's
Web site, www.law.umich.edu.)

following and spall'ned many imitators. The Transnational Lall' course that is a gradua -
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tion requirement has drall'n widespread praise. The Lail' School noll' 1s lookm9 ahead to
a building expansion and renomtion that ll'ill add 90,000 square.feet to the Law Q}iad,
ensuring that the space keeps pace 1l'ith the demands '!f modern legal education. The Law
School has been in the forefront

ef defending the mlue ef racial and other dirersity to the

education <?[future lanyers, and as this issue ll'as bein9 prepared nm all'aiting the U.S.
Supreme Court's decision in the case '!fa legal challenge to the Lall' School's admissions
policies.
Lehman's yout~ul energy and enthusiasm hare not dimmed since he became dean in
I 994, and n·e expect that they n·ill propel his progress as President

ef Cornell Unil'ersity

just as they hal'e propelled his progress here. His presence has irifJuenced all aspects

ef Lail'

School life.
The process 1!f'searchingfor Lehman's replacement began shortly efter he announced
last December that he ll'Ould lea1'e to become president 1!f' Cornell Uni1'ersity (his other

alma mater) on July 1, 2003. In the belief that to know the man himself is to gau9e his
impact, we present an edited l'ersion

ef the inteTl'iell' that editors John Fedynsky and Andy

ef the Ian· student publication Res Gestae conducted with Lehman earlier this year,
coupled ll'ith additional questions that others hal'e posed since then. The portions ef the
Res Gestae intervien· appear here ll'ith permission ef that publication.
Daly

LQN:The Law School has been the center of your professional life.
How will your experiences here contribute to your work at Cornell?
At the Law School I sa\\· just how much a great institution can accomplish
when a group of very talented teachers, students, alumni, and employees arc
committed to a common purpose and arc " ·illing to take chances to pursue it.
And by trial and error I found out how a dean can support or inhibit that effort.
At Cornell I expect to find the same fertile ground for collective achievement; I
hope that many of the lessons I learned about how to be a good clean will carry
forward into my new role.

RG: What have been some of the fun parts of the job that you
think you'll miss - like being invited to be in the Law Revue [the
law student talent show] every year, [or] being invited to be an
auctioneer for the Student Funded Fellowships Auction. What sorts
of experiences like that do you treasure the most and do you think
might not be present for you at Cornell?

There arc opportunities as a dean to be humiliated that are very special. I
don't think that they're anilable to university presidents in the same way. I will
miss the chance to pretend to be a member of the band Aerosmith, or to hawk
goods at an auction for a good cause .

By Theodore J. St. Antoine, '54

ef Lan·
ef the Lan- School I 971 - I 97 8
Chairman ef the Search Committee that recommended

James E. and Sarah A. Degan Emeritus Prefessor
and dean

Jeffrey S. Lehman, '8 I, as dean
RG: If president of Cornell is one of the few positions that
would've tempted you away from Ann Arbor, can you think of any
sort of dream job that would tempt you away from Cornell?
It's really hard to imagine. I hope to be president of Cornell for a very long
time . I think if someone were to offer me a scat on the Supreme Court, I'd be
receptive. But shy of that I think this is the job I'm going to do my Ycry best to
hold onto.

RG: What challenges do you see for your successor and for the
community at large?
The challenge that a school like Michigan always faces is to look far down
the road and ask what we will need to be doing in 15 years and what we need
to do now to be prepared for that . That question becomes harder to answer
each year. The pace of change in the legal profession is widely understood to be
accelerating. To remain alert to the changes that are going on around us and to
be able to cvoh·c in the ways we need to stay cutting edge is \·ery hard work.
It's important to do that because institutions like this are best when they C\·oh-c
gradually; I don't think we're very good at lurching from one direction to
another direction. I think that the nature of the legal profession will continue to
become ever more international and interdisciplinary. What that means for what
we teach is a hard question on which reasonable people will differ.

LQN: In many ways, you have been the person who has been the
voice of the Law School to its graduates and supporters for many
years now. Is there a message about this Law School that you have
been conveying? Have some parts of the message changed, while
others have remained the same?
I don't think the message has changed much. This Law School has played a
special role in the world for almost 1 SO years. It is a shining example of how a
committed group of devoted graduates can enable a public institution to have
faculty, students, and programs of unsurpassed quality. Today's generation of
faculty has the responsibility of ensuring that Michigan continues to lead in the
century ahead.

RG: Do you have any pet projects that you are remiss to be leaving
now - the sorts of things that you think you'll follow throughout
your career just to see how they're going even if your not any longer
personally involved?
There arc a lot of things that this School does that are wonderful,
special, and unique. Some of them were here long before I was dean and some
of them started in the last decade. As both an alumnus and a former faculty

fter an elaborate search process for a new Law
School dean in 1993 - 94, Jeff Lehman emerged
as one of the faculty's clear favorites. The central
administration's principal reservation was Jeff's
relath•c youth. At the age of 37, he would shatter
all modern records as our youngest dean . I first
tried pointing out to the provost that William Pitt
the Younger was only 24 years old when he became
prime minister of England. That got nowhere. I then
commented that my experience was that deans aged
a year for each month in office. If Jeff took over in
July, by Christmas he would be well into his 40s,
psychologically speaking. That seemed to carry more
weight. ...
Meanwhile, the European alumni of the Law
School invited me to report on the search process
at a conference in Florence. But bvJ the time the
conference convened, Jeff had been selected. So he
was invited down from Paris, where he had been
lecturing at the UniYcrsity of Paris, to address the
group in person. One of our French alumni had a
conversation with Jeff in French, and afterwards
came up to me almost breathless over Jeff's Hucncy:
"Of course I would ha\'C known that Jvour new dean
was not a Parisian . But I would never have guessed he
was an American!"
I like to think those two vignettes foreshadowed
some of Jeff's most distinctive achievements as
dean. His youthful energy and drive contributed to
a whole series of intellectual initiatives, including
faculty workshops on legal theory and freewheeling
discussions of articles-in-progress, dubbed "Sow 's
Ear" sessions . His expansive worldview led to
new emphasis on our overseas mission with the
establishment of the Center for International and
Comparative Law and the creation of Affiliated
Overseas Faculty.

A
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By Evan Caminker
University

ef Michi9an Lan- School prefessor and

associate dean for academic qfairs

J

eff's first decanal learning experience actually
came as a first-year law student . On behalf of the
students then residing in Lawyers Club Entryways
0 and P, Jeff went to then-Dean Ted St. Antoine
and suggested that the students had legal grounds
for complaining about noise pollution resulting from
the construction of the underground library. The
administration ended up negotiating a "settlement"
of approximately S 100 per affected student . At the
time, Jeff perceived this resolution as a resounding
\'ictory perhaps explaining why he never made his
mark as a personal injury lawyer. Now, Jeff will
candidly ackn_owledge that he was "totally had" by
Ted in the process, in a voice reflecting grudging
admiration rather than exasperation .
What goes around, comes around. Given this
initial brush with decanal decisionmaking, it is no
small irony that two of Jeff's greatest contributions
to the Law School involve litigation and building
expansion, though not quite so intertwined this
time. On the litigation front, Jeff seized his being
named as a defendant in the Grutter suit challenging
the School's affirmative action admissions policy as
an opportunity to influence the debate O\'er higher
education policy, to engage in reasoned and candid
discussion of broader national values concerning race
in America, and to shape through litigation strategy
the com·ersation now occurring among the Justices
of the Supreme Court. On the building front, Jeff
quickly embraced Renzo Piano's visionary plans to
re-conceptualize as well as augment the School's
capacity to provide students with a vibrant and interactiYe educational experience though notably in a
manner destined to yet again introduce his successor
as dean to the residents of Entrvwavs
O and P.
J
;
It's been my pleasure and good fortune to work
closely with Jeff on both projects, and to experience
his passionate promotion of a vision of legal education
that will best serve our students and our larger society.
To paraphrase Jeff's former boss, Justice LJohn Paul]
Stevens, Jeff's ste"l-vardship "has illuminated the
character of an institution" - one committed to
openness and intellectual vibrancy with respect to both
the student body and the architectural space in which it
thrives. Let's hope this legacy can be maintained in the
future with a little less litigation ....
4
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member and dean, I know that I will always follow Michigan's continued growth
and progress with a tremendous sense of pride and loyalty.

RG: Looking back on closure, have you picked something out as
your proudest achievement as dean?
I haven't . When I think about exciting things that the Law School accomplished during the time I was dean, I think of recei ving the Weightman Award
from the ABA as public interest school of the year. I think of the recognition
that the Transnational Law course requirement recei ved . The fact that the Legal
Practice Program was started and then other schools wanted to emulate it was
very gratifying for me. I think that the growth and dh·ersification of our clinical
programs has been very satisfying to be a part of. Those are four things that are
exciting.

RG:What about the litigation?
Nobody wants to get sued . But ha\'ing said that, I would say that I am very
proud of the way the School as a community has conducted itself in the defense
of the litigation. There 's a lot of stress that comes with being a defendant,
and that stress can be divisive or silencing. I think we have defended ourselves
aggressively, effecti\'ely, and in a way that people can be proud of for its quality
and its integrity.

RG: Would you say it's been good or bad timing with the litigation and the construction plans going right into phase now? It seems
like you're leaving at about the most interesting point.
I knO\\ there is never a good time to lea\·e. This is neither a particularly good
time nor a particularly bad time. On the one hand, the litigation should be done .
[The U.S. Supreme Court heard oral arguments April I and at deadline time
had not announced a decision.] On the other hand, the new building plan is far
from complete . But a building project like this is invariably an 8-, 9-, I 0-year
project. It usually involves the work of many people and more than one dean. I
suppose that in an ideal world I'd like to be a year farther along before I stepped
away. Yet it is clear that we made a lot of progress in the last few years on the
building. It's a very exciting project. It will be an important continuing effort
for the School.

RG: Anything else?
The most important development at the Law School these past nine years
wasn't a "project" at all - it was the development of the faculty. We have
been able to recruit some just spectacular teachers and scholars . If you talk with
fellow students or reflect on your own experience and think about who has been
most meaningful for you during your time here, I suspect some of the people
who have had the biggest impact were not here IO years ago. That's a sign of a
healthy school.

RG:The Class of 2005 is the last class you had the opportunity
to give the welcoming speech to. This interview will be available
to prospective students. What message do you have for somebody
who's considering coming to Michigan, maybe even in light of this
impending change at the top?
The choice of where to go to school is a very personal choice . At least when
you 're choosing among the handful of truly extraordinary law schools, the
choice is really about "fit."What distinguishes Michigan within that group, what
makes it such a great choice for so many students, what made it a great choice
for me, what still makes it a great choice today, arc a couple of things. One is
the incredible faculty. The professors at Michigan are remarkable scholars and
teachers, even among top law schools. A second is the quality of the student
culture. That's something that varies more among the top schools than other
aspects. The student culture here is exceptionally healthy. Students here take
the study of law Yery seriously without taking themselves too seriously. Students
here are competitive - people do not end up being admitted to this law school
unless they push themselves to excel. But at Michigan that does not manifest
itself in mutually dcstructiYe, cutthroat environment. This is a place where
students are good to each other. They want each other to succeed . They at some
level want to do better than each other, but only by virtue of their having done
the best they've ever done, not by tearing down the person next to them.

LQN:What of the Law School's graduates?What is special about
their attachment to Michigan, especially as their careers develop,
they take on new responsibilities, and the years between their daily
lives and their days at the Law School grow further apart?
The attachment our graduates feel to their alma mater is enormously gratifying
to anyone who teaches here. Most alumni feel that their lives were transformed
in a fundamental way during their three years in Ann Arbor; indeed, our international alumni tend to feel just as strongly even if they were here for only one
year. And that sense of identity - that sense that they participated in something
truly special - bonds our graduates to the School and to one another in a very
powerful way. Whenever we see evidence of that bond
and we see it often
- we on the faculty arc reminded of our special responsibility to maintain that
extraordinary tradition.

RG: Any last thoughts? How would you characterize the Lehman
years?
It 's been an amazing joy and privilege to be the dean of this Law School. I've
gotten to know a lot of other law school deans, and a lot of schools are very hard
on their deans. This school is incredibly kind to the dean. I'm very grateful for
that . I hope that it will always be that way.

By Kent D. Syverud, '81

ef Law
ef Michi9an Law School associate dean for

Dean, Vanderbilt University School
University

academic cifJairs 1995 - 1996

effrey Lehman was my law school classmate, my

J

Law Review editor, my faculty colleague, and my

can. He served in the latter role for the two years
I was associate dean at Michigan in 1995 and 1996.
During much of that time, Jeff was managing the
University of Michigan's presidential search as well as
leading the Michigan Law School.
I never saw Jeff lose his temper, despite somewhat
frequent provocations. It is the nature of deaning
that you stand for the institution, including both the
blessings it has conferred (sometimes long ago) and
the perceived wrongs it has done (sometimes long
ago). Most deans love taking credit for the blessings,
but have trouble stoically bearing the complaints
about the wrongs. I am deeply grateful to Jeff for the
hits he cheerfully took for the School, as well as for
the leadership he gave it.
What were the hits? I plead associate dean
privilege. Suffice it to say that when a tough decision
had to be made - in admissions, in budget, in
personnel
Jeff was not only willing to make it in
the School's interest, but he was also there to take
responsibility for the choice.
What was the leadership? Jeff took a massive
capital campaign and saw it to a successful conclusion; he led a landmark struggle to vindicate diversity
in law school admissions; and he kept the Michigan
Law School on an even course, producing hundreds
of wonderful lawyers every year. To have achieved
this, under four presidents and even more provosts,
required vision and a strong constitution. Both will
serve Jeff well at Cornell, as they did at Michigan. I
am very grateful for Jeff's leadership of my alma mater
these last nine years .
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FAREWELL
By Christina B. Whitman, '74
Francis A. Allen Colle9iate Prefessor of Law and prefessor ef women 's studies
Associate dean for academic ef[a1rs, J 996 - 200 I

J

eff Lehman has enjoyed being dean of the Law School for almost a decade
because it engages his intellect. He has an inexhaustible appetite for learning,
and the position of dean has presented him with opportunities to master a
surprising range of fields . First, of course, he has deepened his knowledge
of people - how to motivate and support, how to evaluate talent, how to
resolve conflict and stimulate collegiality. He has had many occasions to learn
from people as well. Jeff loves to talk to our alumni about their lives and their
expertise . He returns from reunions and from visits with them full of information about such matters as the latest developments in courtroom techniques,
the structuring of business deals, building construction, computer advances,
and the theater. His favorite students ha,e been those who challenged him
with good arguments, especially those who combined overlooked perspectives
with realistic proposals for change . He likes a good argument, especially with
a bright, committed 24-ycar-old . Jeff hires administrators who look for new
techniques and keep pushing the School (and the faculty) forward. He considers
it a major, and most enjoyable, obligation of the dean to read everything that the
faculty has written every year.
It is fun to work with Jeff because he brings the rest of us along with him
when he dives into a subject. He's a technological whiz, so we saw the latest
gadgets for computers and distance communication. The cell phones became
smaller and included more fanc y features over the years. The Law School is
now wireless and has facilities for teaching across continents. Our budgets arc
systematized and analyzed, accessible for planning purposes in ways that were
not dreamed of before Jeff took control. The lawsuit over affirmati,·e action
engaged us in learning how to evaluate social science data, analp:c courtroom
technique, and even talk to the media as well as in developing constitutional
doctrine . Plans for the new building have taught us about cooling systems and
construction costs, as well as how architects and engineers think through models
and drawings as much as words.
Governing a university with the breadth of Cornell is the obvious next step
for Jeff. Now he can learn about astronomy and medicine and industrial relations
and Russian and ornithology and hotel management and archeology. ..
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aughter, praise, humor - and a stuffed
cloth duck on crutches - were the order
of the evening as friends and colleagues gathered
to bid farewell to Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman, '81,
as he ends nine vears as dean of this Law School
to become president of his other alma mater,
Cornell University.
Acting as emcee for the evening, Richard D.
Friedman, the Ralph W. Aigler Professor of
Law, opened the e,·cning by noting Lehman's
"determined, resourceful, and intrepid leadership."
Lehman, who at age 37 became the Law
School's dean nine years ago, leaves the School
"more prosperous, more relevant, more
cohesive, and more vibrant than when he
came," Friedman told the 160 people who filled
the Lawyers Club for the occasion . Taking a
line from Lehman's regular talk to graduates at
commencement, Friedman told the departing
dean: "If you ever decide to return, our arms
will be open to welcome you home."
For his part, Lehman reported that being
dean "has been enormous fun for me ."
"I can 't really say enough individual thank
yous," he said after listening and laughing
through comments from a series of colleagues.
Thank you "for your friendship, kindness
- and discretion - tonight," he said.
Lehman singled out Peter K. Westen, the
Frank G. Millard Professor of Law, and Douglas
A. Kahn, the Paul G. Kaupcr Professor of Law,
as "the teachers who made me want to teach
law, the co-authors who put their own reputa tions at risk" to write with him.
✓

He also expressed special thanks to former Law
School deans Theodore J. St. Antoine, '54, and
Terrance Sandalow, who were in attendance,
and to Lee Bollinger, the former dean and
former U-M president who now is president
of Columbia University, for their "gentle
and supportive thought." Lehman thanked

Departi11g Den11 Lel111w11 gets a stalllli11g
omtio11 fro111 colleag11es a11d friemls at l1is
fareue/1 di1111er.

former U-M President and Law Professor
Emeritus Robben Fleming and current Law
School Campaign Chairman Bruce Bickner,
'68, and extended his special appreciation
to his former and present office assistants,
Lillian Fritzler, Amy Flanagan, Rozona
Kelemen, and Julie Rooney.
"In leaving the Law School, I recognize
that I am leaving the most extraordinarily
gifted group of scholars of its size anywhere
in the world," Lehman said. "You really
don't know how good you are."
Other speakers included former
Associate Dean and now Francis A. Allen
Collegiate Professor of Law Christina B.
Whitman, '74; former Associate Dean for
Clinical Affairs Suellyn Scarneechia, '81,
now dean of New Mexico State University
Law School; Richard 0. Lempert, '68,
Eric Stein Distinguished UniYersity
Professor of Law and Sociology and
director of the UniYersity of Michigan's
Life Sciences and Society Program; Law
Library Director Margaret Leary; and
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs Evan
Cam inker.
• "He babysat my kids when he was a
student; their !Qs went up 50 points,"
quipped Whitman, one of Lehman's
teachers when he \\ as a law student and
later his associate dean for academic
affairs for four and one-half years. "I
really love working with Jeff," she
said. "I spent nearly fiye years seeing
him almost daily. ... My affection and
respect for him grew."
• Scarnecchia recounted how correct
and sensitive Lehman had been in his
response to the terrorist attacks of
September 11, 2001 . "We have to
get over to the Lawyers Club and be
with the students," he said then. "It

was a wonderful lesson to us as dean,"
Scarnecchia recalled. "Jeff's instinct was
to be with the students. He moved us to
go and provide the compassion that they
needed at that moment."
• Lempert drew his initial remarks from
his report on Lehman's review for
tenure as a law professor more than a
decade ago. It is "obvious that Jeff has
and knows how to employ scholarly
equipment," Lempert wrote then.
"Overall, ... Jeff is likely to become a
significant scholar.... He has careful,
accurate judgment" and "is the model of
what an engaged academic should be."
He concluded: "I think Jeff did spectacularly as a dean .... There are two
schools Jeff loves. We've had him for a
while, and now its time for the other [to
have him]."
• Leary praised Lehman's "ability to
build a strong, sustainable, and broad
community at the Law School." She
presented Lehman with a framed photo
of the Cornell University insignia that
make, up a panel of the windows in the
Reading Room. It was one of several
gifts from the Law School community
that Lehman received at the banquet.
• "You have done so much for this institution," Caminker told Lehman after
relating some side -splitting accounts of
traYeling with the dean.

The evening also brought announcement of the new Jeffrey Lehman Prize,
to be given each year to the outstanding
student in the Legal Practice Program. The
program, required of all students, began
during Lehman's tenure as dean and has
been emulated at many la\\ schools across
the country. Taught by full -time clinical
assistant professors, the Legal Practice
Program includes training in a variety of
legal writing styles - from client letters
to court briefs and advocacy writing - as
well as in court performance. The program
replaces the former Case Clubs that had
been taught by third -year law students.
Oh, yes, let's not forget the stuffed duck
on crutches whose unwrapping opened the
evening. The lame duck, that is. When he
opened the package containing the lame
cluck, Lehman still had 56 official days left
to his deanship.

At liisfareu'eil di111ze1; Le/111w11 clznts
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